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The Big Game - Animation
Lesson time: 30-60 Minutes

LESSON OVERVIEW
Returning to the Big Game we started in stage 7, students will use the Design Recipe to develop functions that animate the Target
and Danger sprites in their games.

LESSON OBJECTIVES
Students will:
Design functions to solve word problems.
Use the Design Recipe to write contracts, test cases, and function definitions.

ANCHOR STANDARD
Common Core Math Standards
F.LE.2: Construct linear and exponential functions, including arithmetic and geometric sequences, given a graph, a description of a
relationship, or two input-output pairs (include reading these from a table).
Additional standards alignment can be found at the end of this lesson

TEACHING SUMMARY

Getting Started
1) Introduction

Activity: The Big Game - Animation
2) Online Puzzles

TEACHING GUIDE
MATERIALS, RESOURCES, AND PREP
For the Student
Update-target Design Recipe (in the student workbook)
Update-danger Design Recipe (in the student workbook)

GETTING STARTED
1) Introduction
Let's get back into that Big Game that we started in stage 7.
The primary goal here is to get the target (starting in the upper left) to travel from left to right and the danger (starting in the lower
right) to travel from right to left. This is accomplished in the update-target and update-danger blocks by changing the output of the
function from its current default value of an unchanging x to some value relative to x.
Similar to the rocket-height puzzle, the update-target and update-danger functions are executed in order about every 10th of a
second, to create the flip-book effect of movement. Each time these updates are executed, the functions take the CURRENT x
coordinate as input and then return a new x coordinate such that the image's position changes. For each new execution of the
update, the x coordinate set by the previous execution becomes the starting point.
One new thing the students should notice is that their modifications from stage 7 should still be in place. The Big Game will save a file
for each student, and each level that they work on will benefit from the the changes made in previous levels. This means that it is
very important that every student gets each Big Game level working correctly before moving on to the next stage.
It should also be noted that if a student returns to a previous level, or even a previous stage, that the MOST RECENT changes which
they made will be the ones that they will see. Backing up to a previous level does NOT restore the previous state of the student's Big
Game. Students are always looking at their most recent changes no matter which puzzle they are in.

LESSON TIP

A contract can be quite long and often scrolls off the screen. To make dragging into the Definition area easier,
consider collapsing the "1. Contract" and "2. Examples" areas by clicking on the arrow to the left of them.

ACTIVITY: THE BIG GAME - ANIMATION
2) Online Puzzles
Using what you've learned about the Design Recipe you'll be writing functions that add animation to your game. Head to CS in
Algebra stage 12 in Code Studio to get started programming. Note that when you click run, the title and subtitle will display for about
5 seconds before the other functions start.
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